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Ad Meter: What is it? 
1. Sign up to be a panelist 

2. Vote for your favorite commercials  

3. Check back to see the results 
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Process behind each campaign 

 Planning starts months in advance. Take what we did the year before and 
then make changes. 

 

 This is a crossover between money + sports, so there are a lot of cooks in the 
kitchen – need to have a point person and be organized  

 

 Reaching out to advertisers to make sure we have full commercials to 
promote on our Ad Meter hub  

 

 Once we have full commercials we can cut them up (gifs + shorter clips) to 
use on social media. Multimedia components drive engagement and sharing. 
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http://admeter.usatoday.com/


Elements that led campaigns to earn 
media coverage 
 AdMeter = part of our Super Bowl coverage as a whole 

 

 Build a campaign that people are craving to see 

 Why Jim Kelly loves USA TODAY 
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http://videos.usatoday.net/Brightcove2/29906170001/201701/241/29906170001_5300345657001_5300320868001.mp4
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Elements that led campaigns to earn 
media coverage 
 New this year: 5 Facebook Live videos with 

advertising industry leaders. Have those industry 
leaders promote on their own channels.  

 

 Give a behind-the-scenes look: Cam Newton’s 
Buick commercial 
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http://videos.usatoday.net/Brightcove2/29906170001/201702/1971/29906170001_5309822137001_5309813636001.mp4
http://videos.usatoday.net/Brightcove2/29906170001/201702/1971/29906170001_5309822137001_5309813636001.mp4
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 Heavy social media promotion on our biggest 
accounts, as well as the niche accounts (sports 
+ money)  
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Elements that led campaigns to earn 
media coverage 
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How do you measure success?  
 On social media, we look at engagement – comments, likes + shares. 

Facebook is our largest social audience. Is engagement going up over 
time?  
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The video campaign 
 

Total number of Ad Meter videos: 82 (5 Facebook Live videos) 
Ad Meter Facebook Live video views: 188,001 
Total Ad Meter video views: 6,176,696 (desktop, mobile, tablet, social) 
 

• Is the number of Ad Meter 
panelists increasing year 
after year?  
 

• OWN IT: Make sure you’re 
the one who everyone is 
linking back to, 
referencing 
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https://www.facebook.com/pg/usatodaysports/videos/


How each campaign was promoted on 
social media 

- Use multimedia to drive engagement and sharing: Clips of commercials, gifs, 
series of photos  

 
- Create a hashtag (nothing too long) #AdMeter 

 
- Simple graphics to use throughout the campaign on social media 

 
- Promote Facebook live videos ahead of time to get audience questions 
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On Facebook 
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On Twitter 
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Instagram 
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